12/11/2019 thru 12/14/2020 - Over Break
The Duet board was connected to all three stepper motors at our disposal (1 nema 17
ungeared, 1 nema 17 geared, 1 nema 23 ungeared). Additionally, an enclosure for the
electronics was constructed. The enclosure is shown in the image below.

Modeling of the extrusion clamp was completed. Images showing the successfully modeled and
printed extrusion clamp are shown below.

Over break progress was made on a wooden one dimensional extrusion prototype. An image of
the printer.

1/14/2020 - MSD II Kickoff
Dr. DiBartolo spoke about expectations for MSD II and purchasing. When she completed her
update, we continued to meet as a team. The team was caught up about what was completed
during the break. Specific tasks addressed during this meeting are detailed below.
An incorrect item was sent for an order we made from Amazon. We addressed this concern with
Chris.
Our guide, Bill, mentioned 2 concerns that he has about our design.
1. The two vertical lead screws may not be perfectly straight which may cause binding.
2. If the stepper motors driving the vertical lead screws skip steps, that will cause the
connections to the lead screws to be at varying heights which may also cause the lead
screws to bind.
Test plans continue to be a focus. We continue to transfer our test plans from our page format
into the MSD prescribed excel format.

1/16/2020 - Continued Organization
Stage 2 BOM item purchase meeting, purchase requests.

1/19/2020 - Mixing Party
Big mixing party where we tested motor extruded concrete for the first time! Photos with
descriptions show the flow of the meeting.
To accommodate the new direct drive extruder, the steel tube connected to the auger had to be
shortened. The two photos below show the steel tube shortening process.

The two images below are the two designs to drive the extrusion motor.
Below Left: (printed in black PLA) had an offset motor and gears connecting the motor to the
auger. This design was not selected for the extra complication and space required by the
design.
Below Right: (printed in blue PLA) has a motor (NEMA 17 geared) connected directly to the
auger shaft. This was the design that was tested today.

Below Left: Motor connected to the auger.
Below Right: Motor connected to the auger in the extruder housing.

Below: Amiee and Chad setting up the test rig in the SOIL lab.

Below: The fully setup test rig with the Duet II connected to the extruder. Alex K. (in the yellow
hat) is connected to the Duet II via a website so that he can control the extrusion.

Below Left: Chad and Joe have raised the extruder to allow a bucket under the extruder for an
initial test.
Below Right: The first extrusion test using a motor.

The extruder cleaning process is shown in the below images.
Below Left: A hose was used to clean the extruder. The small nozzle caused the concrete to
clog the extruder. A hammer was used to dislodge the clogged nozzle.
Below Right: The nozzle was removed which allowed all the remaining concrete and water to
be released into the bucket.

Below: A test bead extrusion was attempted with the nozzle. However, the extruder again
became clogged due to the small extrusion nozzle.

From the test in the photo above, the nozzle became clogged and needed to be cleaned again.
Below Left: The clogged nozzle showing the segregated concrete separating from the mixture.
Below Right: The segregated concrete sludge removed from the nozzle.

Below: The concrete being held in the extruder without a nozzle attached.

Below Left: Setup for the bead extrusion test without a nozzle.
Below Right: Setup for the bead extrusion test without a nozzle.

Below Left: Extrusion bead test process. At this stage, the motor is extruding the concrete while
Chad was manually moving the extruder laterally.
Below Right: The extruded bead.

1/20/2020 - Motor Testing
Alex K. and Joe met and tested the strength of the NEMA 17 ungeared, NEMA 17 geared, and
NEMA 23 ungeared. The testing strategy was to connect a motor to the ballscrew. Then a mass
scale would be attached to the motor end of the ballscrew and the other end of the mass scale
would attach to the ball screw carriage.

The results of this testing are found in the table below. From this testing we can be confident
that the stepper motors used for the Z axis will not cause issues with binding.

Motor

Failure Point

NEMA 17 ungeared

40lbs

NEMA 17 geared

110lbs (maxed out scale)

NEMA 23 ungeared

99lbs

1/21/2020 - Meeting and Organization
●
●
●

Setup meeting for Thursday 1/23 with Bill and Sarah.
Went over the BOM with the team.
Amiee and Alex P. began setting up a procedure for standardizing the mixture.

1/23/2020 - Phase Review
Met with Sarah and Bill to go over the phase review. There was some tension between the MSD
phase plan and the build schedule that we are planning to use. In the end, we were able to
convince Bill that the build plan we proposed (broken into different phases by building axis)
would work best for our particular project.

1/28/2020 - X Axis Assembly
Met with an industrial engineering group tasked with writing a business plan for our
team. We told them the best way to keep up-to-date with our project (EDGE) and invited them to
future phase review meetings so they could meet Sarah and Bill.
At this point, we have all the hardware necessary for the X axis. The build began!
Unfortunately, the holes drilled in the 80x20 supporting bar did not match with the holes in the
linear rails. They need to be redrilled.
The supporting bar was redrilled and the linear rail is now built. All 32 screws are now
attached to the supporting bar.

2/1/2020 - Imagine RIT Preparation
Deadline to submit proposals to be considered for placement in the Gordon Field House. We need
Exhibit Information: exhibit title, preferred location to exhibit on campus, Know your logistical
needs (tables, chairs, power, etc.), Know your fellow exhibitors—names, email addresses.
“Decide whether you want to be considered for placement in Gordon Field House. This is an
extremely high-traffic area, which is usually reserved for highly interactive projects.” NOTE: In
order to receive a t-shirt and meal voucher all exhibitors participating in the exhibit must be
entered into the proposal system.

Exhibitors are expected to be set up by 9:00 am the day of the Festival and are required
to have at least one person at the exhibit until 5:00 p.m. Please staff your exhibit accordingly
so everyone on your team can get a break, use their meal card, and see the Festival.
It’s recommended that we don’t bring the printer to the Gordon Field House, due to the
the relocationing of the printer would be a pain, and we would have to recalibrate in the Field
House. We should just keep it in the machine shop, and setup the printer in the hallway (outside
the print shop).
We’ll need Gaffer’s tape, and enough tarp for the floor. We need 1 table, 3 chairs,
access to an outlet. Exhibit Title: C3DP0 - ConcRIT.

2/1/2020 - Mixture Testing
Some mixture testing was performed. These tests correspond to the File: MSD - P20652 > Test
Plans > Mixture Test Procedure Development > Mixture Qualification Procedures workbook 30
Jan Procedure Trial/Development. The images are each labeled with a piece of paper to match
it to a certain test.

2/2/2020 - X Axis Testing
The X axis was tested for three major items…
● X axis movement.
○ X axis movement was successful!
○ A slight hiccup occurs when the extruder carriage gets ~10cm. There is a
tendency for the ball screw to stepper motor coupler to cause a binding action.
● X axis movement with simultaneous dry extrusion (without concrete).
○ X axis and extruder motors can be run simultaneously!
○ Currently, the feed rate and x axis speed seem to be correlated. More research is
being done into this area.
● X axis dimensional correctness (e.g. if we tell the carriage to move 50mm, does it move
50mm).
○ For a 50mm movement test, the accuracy is within +-0.02 mm.
Below: The entire setup necessary to move the extruder. The computer controls the duet board
via a local wifi connection. The duet board sends a signal to the stepper motor that drives the
ball screw attached to the extruder assembly.
Below Left: The extruder at position 1.
Below Right: The extruder has moved slightly to the right of position 1.

2/4/2020 - Budgeting
A lot of attention was paid to the work order 2.

2/11/2020 - 1 on 1 Meetings
Alex K. and Joe sat down with team members to provide and receive feedback individually.

2/13/2020 - Meeting
Decisions about the budget are being made. There are two options.
1. Updated cube design (ideally ~$800 increase)
2. Updated cube design with minimal cost (??? increase)

2/15/2020 - X Axis Testing with Concrete
The X axis testing in the soil lab
The X axis motor doesn’t like high acceleration.
The current motor we are using for the X axis, we have no data on.
Misaligned ball screw?
Friction on the ball screw too high?
Lets measure the the linearity to see if the ball screw is bending
Before we take the lower rail off.
X-axis Speed:
500 - works 5 m/s^2
750 1000 Auger Speed
1200
After a certain rpm, the motor increases efficiency, but loses torque?
Test 1: 300 mm length concrete extrusion
-Pre-loaded the auger with concrete, by moving the auger slightly
-Unable to extrude concrete
-Water to Cement used 0.25 ratio
After Test 1: all pieces of the extruder were cleaned.
1. Some pieces, one of the couplers, were resanded down to improve auger
motion, less friction.
2. The team noticed some possible deflection in the ball screw.
3. The ball screw looks lower on the motor side on the x axis.
If the ball screw doesn’t work, Nick and Aimee made a list of alternatives.
Alex is trying to fine tune an older used motor for the x axis. Figuring out its upper and
lower limits. It doesn’t like going above 700

Ideas to check for parallelism between linear rails and ball screw:
1) bottom the brackets holding the bearing blocks both bottomed out to the same
side of their channel
2) caliper measurements along length of ball screw and linear rails to see if
consistent
3) granite slab caliper measurements to see if parallel linear rails/extrusion
4) try removing a linear rail?
Alternatives: 2 motor line/cable/belt system
Test 2 0.255 water ratio
We should re oil the screw and rails.
May need fish tape for the axis.

2/18/2020 - Meeting
Nema 17 tested on 1D setup with thermoimager. The motor heated up from 23 C to 71.4 C.
Heatsinks can be used to cool the motor, and Nick added vents to the new design of the motor
mount.
For Nema 23 to be put on the 1D axis:
● Print a new extruder mount, motor mount, coupler,
Looking at changing the x-Axis motor from Nema 17 to 23.
Testing Results of the Nema 17 for the extruder motion on the 1D Design:
Long
Runs

Temperature
(℃)

Smaller
Run

Temperature
(℃)

Initial

23

63.2

15 turns

36

64

20 turns

39

64.5

23 turns

40

65

30 turns

43

66.6

35 turns

45

67.3

40 turns

47

67.5

45 turns

49

68.1

50 turns

52

68.7

55 Turns

54

69.5

60 Turns

55

70.7

65 turns

56

71.4

70 turns

57

75 turns

57

Max Temp

60

We need to figure out, measurement for how thick the extension is needed for a spacer on the
brackets for the ball screw.
Is it critical to change the nema 17 to 23?
A Stronger nema 17 motor may not work with the microcontroller.

2/20/2020 - Subsystem Build And Test Review
Design review demonstration. We demonstrated the extruder and X-axis working together to
extrude a 7 layer wall. Overall successful. Bill suggested looking into a teflon coating for the
PVC pipe in order to prevent the cement from sticking to the extruder. We also applied for a
spot at ImagineRIT.

2/25/2020 - Meeting
Over the weekend, Chad and Nick spent about 10 man-hours on making angle brackets.
During the meeting, we decided on a budget increase of $400. Chad, Nick, and Amiee are
working on the 2nd axis assembly.

2/27/2020 - Exciting Meeting
The angle brackets being welded by the shop were finished. Additionally, a budget increase was
approved for $400. Construction started on the second axis. Parts were moved down to the
space near the machine shop. Work was done on the technical report and the poster.

2/29/2020 - 2D Build
Constructed the second dimension.

3/3/2020 - 2D Testing
Constructed 2D mount with 2x4s and blocks of wood with 3D printed.

We were able to successfully move the gantry system in a circle based off of a model created in
autodesk. It was necessary to create a new Cura printer and slicer profile for our printer

3/5/2020 - Cura Testing / Budgeting
More budget discussions.
Worked on getting Cura to be set up with the printer.

3/16/2020 - 2nd week of Spring Break (coronavirus)
Discord call
An update about the rest of the semester. RIT has extended spring break until the 23rd of
spring, and has canceled on campus classes. Most members will be located in Rochester, and
the printer will be moved to Amiee’s house for further prototyping.
Actions that have taken place
● Our Amazon parts have been delivered to the MSD office.
● Gussets are being 3D printed.
Tasks
● Using a spreadsheet to divy up tasks for documentation
● Documentation
○ User manual
○ Technical paper
○ Poster
Other Thoughts
● Concerns over receiving/ordering parts.

3/20/2020 - Bluejeans meeting with Sarah and Bill
-

-

-

-

Attended by Bill, Sarah, Chad, Amiee, Seth, Alex P
Updated Bill and Sarah about what the team has accomplished over break. Updates to
Bill and Sarah include...
- Relocated all hardware to a safe location (Amiee’s basement)
- Won’t be able to access machine shop or any orders that arrive at the MSD office
Bill would like a 3D model/simulation of all 3 axis
- Movement simulation, similar to the simulation from the detailed design phase
with the updated model.
- Simulation would ideally be in the video (sarah and bill’s suggestion)
Bill’s requirements for completing MSD
- Finish technical paper
- Finish poster
- 2 Minute video
Emphasis is placed on making communications and decisions available on EDGE.
Sarah placed emphasis on the documents required to recreate the machine for future
teams

-

Amiee said that we could potentially extrude concrete if we find a way to dispose of the
concrete.
Scheduled 1 Hour Zoom Meeting meetings 12:30 on Thursdays

3/24/2020 - First MSD Zoom Meeting During
Regular Class Time
-

-

-

Ask Bill about the structure he would like for EDGE (do we need all 4 MSDII sections)
Video Organization (Amiee will be compiling)
- Context for why we need printer
- Virtual Simulation
- Recordings during prototype
- Movement
- Extrusion
Technical Report Organization
- Went over sections to ensure that all components were covered
- Technical Report: soft due date - 3/20
Poster
- Concrete background fade into orange
- Show
- Engineering requirements

3/26/2020 - MSD Zoom Meeting During Regular
Class Time
-

-

-

-

Whole team was present (minus AP)
Shared that printer is at Amiee’s house
- Shared how we plan to test printer (with marker on white board to test
dimensionality of motion system)
No planned change to requirements
Poster Plans
- We shall add more to the top
- Change out pictures
Create simulation of the new CAD model
Technical paper
- Sarah suggested annotated cad model
- Add links to the EDGE site for detailed documentation
Update titles for the two pages
- subsystem build and test for concrete testing
- integrated build and test for 2d

-

- Make sure to add a video of the circle
- Talk about how we were able to print from an STL model
- Then the last page for the final design and handoff documents
Use the whiteboard with marker to prove concept

-

3/29/2020 - Poster Meeting
A meeting was held to add content and format the poster.

4/9/2020 - MSD Zoom meeting during regular class
time
-

-

Talked about some finishing logistics such as...
- How to return MSD tools
- How to get Sarah the printer
Talked about the paper
- Some notes
Talked about the video
- Amiee’s blinky idea
Cleared up some confusion about the MSD Paper peer review process

-

We will get assigned a paper tomorrow

Overview of the endgame
We had a number of meetings to finalize EDGE, video, poster, and paper. We met tuesdays
and thursdays, and Bill joined us on thursdays. The final gate review is set for Tuesday the 27th
at 12:00pm.

